i8?oj	EASTER  EVE	25
Tuesday, 12 April
Last night the Swan was very quiet, marvellously quiet and peace-
ful. No noise, rowing or fighting whatever and no men as there
sometimes are lying by the roadside all night drunk, cursing,
muttering, maundering and vomiting.
Good Friday, 15 April
Took cross buns to Hannah Whitney, Sarah Williams, Margaret
Griffiths, Catherine Ferris, Mary Jones, five widows.
Saturday, Easter Eve, 16 April
I awoke at 4.30 and there was a glorious sight in the sky, one of
the grand spectacles of the Universe. There was not a cloud in die
deep wonderful blue of the heavens. Along the Eastern horizon
there was a clear deep intense glow neither scarlet nor crimson but a
mixture of both. This red glow was very narrow, almost like a
riband and it suddenly shaded off into the deep blue. Opposite in
the west the full moon shining in all its brilliance was setting upon
the hill beyond the church steeple. Thus the glow in the east bathed
the church in a warm rich tinted light, while the moon from the
west was casting strong shadows. The moon dropped quickly
down behind the hill bright to the last, till only her rim could be
seen sparkling among the tops of the orchards on the hill. The sun
rose quickly and his rays struck red upon the white walls of Penlkn,
but not so brilliantly as in the winter sunrisings. I got up soon after
5 and set to work on my Easter sermon getting two hours for writing
before breakfast.
At ii I went to the school-. Next I went to Cae Mawr. Mrs.
Morrell had been very busy all the morning preparing decorations
for the Font, a round dish full of flowers in water and just big
enough to fit into the Font and upon this large dish a pot filed and
covered with flowers all wild, primroses, violets, wood anemones,
wood sorrel,-periwinkles, oxlips and the first blue bells, rising in a
gentle pyramid, ferns and larch sprays drooping over the brim, a
wreath of simple ivy to go round the stem of the Font, and a bed of
moss to encircle the foot of the Font in a narrow band pointed at the
corners and angles of the stone with knots of primroses. At 2 o'clock
Hetty Gore of the Holly House came down from Cefh y Blaen and
upset all my arrangements for the afternoon saying that old William
Piitchard there was very ill not likely to live and wishes to see me

